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(36 to 

Humanity's prejudice against the ears has a long history. "Men trust their ears 

less than their eyes," the philosopher Herodotus noticed some 25 centuries ago, and 

the eyes have been steadily winning out over the ears ever since. 

Herodotus could not, however, have predicted the coming of a visual art 

(a) where hearing-not seeing-is believing. In the darkness of a movie theater, we 

are only too aware that the images before us are illusions. In contrast, we are largely 

unaware of a film's sound track as it lures us, mysteriously altering our perceptions 

of reality. The unseen nature of sound, combined with our prejudice toward the 

visual, (b) has led to a shocking neglect of the subtle and yet powerful role sound 

plays in the movies. 

"People are generally not aware of the direct effect the sound track is having on 

them," says Ben Burtt, sound editor for the Star wars and Indiana Jones movie 

series. (c) "They tend to accept what's there on the speakers as being natural. 

Audiences have become educated to look for camera shots, animation, or whatever, 

but sound is still a magical area. It comes into the mind in a different way." 

The art of designing sound effects is what Walter Murch calls making "little lies 

that add up to a truth." Sound reality is shaped to fit the dynamics of a microphone. 

Bending a sheet of metal sounds like thunder. Walking through cornstarch* sounds 

like walking through packed snow. In a thousand ways, the sound editor (d) tricks us 

into thinking we are hearing the real thing. In fact, he does more than that-he 

creates a noise that is more exciting than reality. 

"The early Hollywood filmmakers (e) discovered that a punch requires an 

exaggerated hitting sound to emphasize that it might really hurt," three-time Oscar

winner Burtt says. "Literal reality couldn't be as exciting." 

Although no one is sure how the sounds of the first face punches were created, 

typical methods used today include punching pieces of animal meats such as turkeys 

and roasts, breaking wood, and snapping fresh vegetables like celery and carrots. 

Violence in the cinema, in fact, sounds nothing like violence in real life-we just 

think it does. Ask any police officer about the weak popping sound a real gunshot 

makes in an open street-far from the deafening bang of guns we hear go off in 

movie theaters. It's the same for just about any other weapon. On playgrounds across 

America, kids employ a great variety of noises to make their weapons sound "right." 

Violence just isn't as much fun outside of a theater. 

Of course, the images of sword fights and gun battles (I) have something to do 

with that, too. But sound editors subtly enhance the movie world's use of violence as 

entertainment. Says Burtt, "A punch in real life is nothing like a movie punch. You'd 

hear the victim cry out in pain more loudly than the impact of the fist." A victim's 

cry of pain, Hollywood sound editors know, might be more disturbing than exciting. 

So to maximize excitement and avoid upsetting the audience, (g) the punch is turned 
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up and filled out, the cry of pain is turned down. 

"Ultimately sound can say, (h) 'This is how I want you to take what you're going 

to experience and do it quicker than anything else.' Like a picture frame which 

enhances a painting by echoing the colors inside, sound sets you in a mood to allow 

you to take in certain things," Murch explains. 
-r:1v.r;.1v 

*cornstarch: r 1)-=EO::I ~0)1t~ 

EE Spotnez,In MOVIes; Heanng is BeiIeVIng ~L ~.Q (-$~~) 

rll~A *){O)p;j3'<:"8'¥$(9~t,0)~,""F0) (11-22) b'S4?iBA,c, -T0).~~~2A 

-tt~o 

11 Herodotus was one of the first people to get involved with movie sound 

design. 

12 Most people do not really notice the effect that sound in movies has on 

them. 

13 Many people who work designing sound for movies were formerly 

magicians. 

14 People who watch movies know that the images they see are the result of 

various visual techniques. 

15 Everyday objects can be used to create sounds of actions and movements 

that we hear in the movies. 

16 The more sounds in the movies sound like real life sounds, the louder they 

will be. 

17 One of the ways of making punch sounds is by hitting animal meats. 

18 Vegetable sounds are used in movies to make foods seem more delicious. 

19 Some sound designers use the recorded sounds of real guns to make movie 

gun sounds seem more real. 

20 Advances in sound design have led to children using sounds when they play 

games. 

21 The sounds of pain made by actors can increase the mood of excitement in 

a film. 

22 When designing the sound for violent scenes, sound designers like to 

emphasize the cry of pain. 

~B ""F~$(a-h) 0).~·p;j3~~~~~~0)~, -Th~h""F0)(1-4) ~S 

1 ?iBA, C, -T0).~~~2A -tt ~o 

(a) where hearing-not seeing-is believing 

1 believing is more important than seeing 

2 seeing is more important than hearing 

3 believing is more important than hearing 

4 hearing is more important than seeing 
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(b) has led to a shocking neglect of the subtle and yet powerful role sound 

plays in the movies 
1 has surprised people a lot when they realize the importance of small 

sounds in films 

2 has caused people to pay little attention to the important but often 

unnoticed effects that sound has in film 

3 has brought about an unusual lack of attention to the quieter sounds that 

are used in important movies 

4 has panicked some audiences who worry about the unnoticed but strong 

influence sound has in movies 

(c) They tend to accept what's there on the speakers as being natural. 

1 Sound designers generally think that sounds are more natural. 

2 Sound designers usually work toward recreating the sounds that we 

actually hear in nature. 

3 Audiences usually think that what they hear in movies is quite natural. 

4 Audiences want sounds in movies to be as close as possible to nature. 

(d) tricks us into thinking we are hearing the real thing 

1 uses real things to trick us into thinking 

2 makes magic to make us think it is we who are doing the thinking 

3 uses their skill so that we think what we are hearing is real 

4 makes us think they are fooling us by producing the sounds of things 

we really think about 

(e) discovered that a punch requires an exaggerated hitting sound to 

emphasize that it might really hurt 

1 found that having people hit each other extra hard helps to communicate 

pain to the audience 

2 concluded that to have a really good punch that can actually hurt 

someone needs to include a larger than normal sound 

3 learned that using extremely large hitting can possibly cause more pain 

4 realized that making a hitting sound louder than it actually is 

communicates the idea that the hit could really be painful 

(f) have something to do with that 

1 playa role in making violence more enjoyable in the theater 

2 have a part to play in creating images of fighting 
3 playa role in making children's playing more interesting 

4 have a part to play in making us think we can enjoy violence 

(g) the punch is turned up and filled out, the cry of pain is turned down 

1 the sounds of the hitting are exaggerated while any sounds like pain are 
lowered 
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2 punches are done extra hard so the cries of pain cannot be heard 

3 punches are done by swinging widely and from up high to keep the 

levels of pain low 

4 by taking full and hard swings the pain cannot be heard except at low 

volumes 

(h) This is how I want you to take what you're going to experience 

1 In the way that you experience sound I will be taking what I want from 

it 

2 The sound will have a great effect on how you understand the content 

3 In the experience of the sound I will take what I want from the content 

you receIve 

4 The content of the sound will be taken away before you know it 

II ~O)~~t.j\~~~b'?,*~,c::)Mt3.JtJ:~.ctJ:~J:?'c::, ~PJT (a'" I) 'C::An~O) 
~.~)M~C~~~,~n~n~~~~(a"'I)0)~m~(1"'4) ~61?~~~ 

~O).~~~aA -tt J:o (24 £) 

Most people know Sir Isaac Newton was one of history's greatest 

mathematicians and theorists. During his lifetime he made a great number of 

contributions ( a ) science, including developing the laws of space mechanics, co

developing calculus*, and conducting groundbreaking work ( b ) everything from 

the nature of light rays to the measurement of the speed of sound. But ( c ) will 

realize that Newton loved to have pets around him. The funny thing is, he had them 

around him ( d ) that he could forget they were even there. For ( e ), he once went 

into a panic when a favorite dog knocked over a candle on his desk, ( f ) some of 

his important research notes. 

His dealings with an annoying cat yielded ( g ) results, however. The world's 

cats (and dogs, for that matter) owe a great debt of gratitude ( h ) this demanding 

pet, whose name is lost to history. According to legend, it constantly interrupted 

Newton ( i ) its demands to be let in and out of the house. ( j ), the scientist 

quickly designed and put in place a ( k )-the pet door. Today, every cat blessed 

with the ability to enter and ( 1 ) a room without troubling his or her human friends 

has Newton to thank. 

*calculus: ~~7t~ 

S. Stall, 100 Cats rf710 Changed CiVIlization ~c::: ~ '5 (-$~~) 

(a) 1 on 2 of 3 at 4 to 

(b) 1 at 2 on 3 to 4 along 

(c) 1 much 2 little 3 many 4 few 

(d) 1 so much 2 enough 3 such many 4 in 
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III 

(e) 1 short 2 a while 3 example 4 however 

(f) 1 burn 2 have burned 3 burning 4 burned 

(g) I happier 2 unhappier 3 the same 4 similar 

(h) I about 2 to 3 from 4 on 

(i) 1 of 2 from 3 into 4 with 

(j) 1 Frustrated 2 Frustrating 
3 Relaxed 4 Hurting 

(k) 1 solution 2 problem 3 new pet 4 different animal 

(1) 1 stay 2 sleep 3 leave 4 make 

~~~~(a-d) ~~M~An~~~~~~~~~~~. ~n~n~~ (1-4) 
~S1?~~~. ~~.%~~A~~o (8 #'0 

(a) "How would you ( ) your first few months in office?" "I'm very 

happy." 

1 character 2 characteristic 3 characters 4 characterize 

(b) I was surprised to come in ( ) with so many people from around the 

world who have enthusiastically studied Japan and its arts. 

1 control 2 contact 3 contract 4 content 

(c) The president called ( ) the development of a new product to replace 

the current model. 

1 on 2 in 3 out 4 for 

(d) The energy crisis a few years ago ( ) prices of everything to rise. 

1 watched 2 caused 3 surprised 4 arose 

W ~~~~(a-d) ~.~a·~a~~~~~?~~~~~~~m~~~~~~. 
~~ { } P>.I~~~~M'i:An -r%JiXi!~~~'8'. ~PJT (x) 'i:A~~~~~~. ~ 

~.%~a2A~~o (8#'0 

(a) Nobody could ( )( )( x)( )( )( ). 
{ 1 this table 2 made 3 what 4 is 5 of 6 tell } 

(b) They were afraid ( )( )( x)( )( ) the cheating. 

(c) 

{ 1 someone 2 out 3 about 4 of 5 finding} 

From a sudden strong wind, I ( )( x)( )( 

{ 1 off 2 on 3 hat 4 had 5 blown 
)( )( ) the street. 

6 my} 

(d) Little ( )( )( )( )( x)( ). 

{ 1 ahead 2 I 3 what 4 know 5 lay 6 did} 
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(24 #,i,) 

rll~A ~0)3il (a -d) 0) 2 ?o)~~b\'iU~'~ L;~pt';:~~J::':; ,;:, ~n~n~pJi';:~ 
ctiM3~ 1 ~1i~2A -tt J::o 

(a) We should fully enjoy our time together. 

We should make the ( ) of our time together. 

(b) I'd like you to share your opinions at the end of class if we finish early. 

I'd like you to share your opinions at the end of class, ( ) permitting. 

(c) What if we start all over again? 

What do you ( ) to starting all over again? 

(d) I occasionally have to work all night long for my job. 

My work sometimes requires me to work all ( ) the night. 

~B ~O)~~(a-d) ~~~~·~~~0)~~6~n~n1?~~o~.1i~L~. 

pJib'S~o)~1i~,()'- IE Ll, '~m';:.~tl~J::o Wl~.H;:';t.~tl~t.:~m~ 1 ~1i 
~2A -tt J::o 

(a) I finished to study American history as an undergraduate at Washington 

University, but decided to take a long break to experience the world 

before returning to graduate studies. 

(b) It is worth noting that none of those people at that time were particular 

interested in western culture. 

(c) The medical college had student candidates watch a television drama 

feature a woman with a rare disease and then asked them to discuss it. 

(d) The study showed that when AEDs were not used, heart attack victims' 

chances of survival are least than half that of patients on whom it is 

used. 

~c ~O)*~O)~~(a-d) ~~n~n~ctiM3~1~1i~A-ttJ::o 

[On a sidewalk] 

Tom: Hi Betsy. ( a ) is with the suitcase? 

Betsy: Hi Tom. I'm leaving today on a business trip. 

Tom: Where are you off ( b )? 

Betsy: I'm flying to Honolulu for a sales conference. 

Tom: What a great location ( c ) a conference. 

Betsy: Yes. It'll be my ( d ) trip to Hawaii, but I heard it's really nice. 

Tom: You're really lucky. Well, have a great time. 

Betsy: Thanks. See you. 
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(36 #'0 

For many years the advertising industry used colorful characters and other 

devices to make entertaining advertisements. These advertisements, or ads for short, 

were largely attempts to raise consumer awareness of company brands. However, the 

advertising world began to change in 1994. Replacing these brand-awareness 

television ad campaigns were ads designed to encourage consumers (a) to buy on the 

spot. 

The huge success of the television shopping industry and its 30-minute ads* on 

television coupled with a weak economy at the time caused advertisers-the 

companies selling goods and services-to give their creative ad agencies requests to 

start designing 60 to 90 second commercials complete with a buy-now message and 

a telephone number that viewers can call for free. 

Not only (b) were the advertisers more interested in sales than brand images, 

they were getting ready for the new age in television technology where viewers 

could watch certain cable channels and interact with the message. The consumer of 

tomorrow could make a purchase by pushing a remote control button. (e) This new 

direction in advertising has caused a number of major advertising agencies to start 

adding television shopping divisions to their organizations. 

Advertising is a message business on the front line of change in our culture. 

(d) !! not only reflects that change, but it is usually in position to take advantage of 

change. The advertising industry's impact on our society is enormous. For example, 

by the time a person reaches the age of 21 in the United States he or she has been 

exposed to between 1 and 2 million advertising messages-all of them designed to 

(e) socialize and create demand for products in the consumer. 

(I) Advertising helps us determine our social identity: it defines our sex roles and 

it shapes our attitudes on health, success and life styles. It influences our choice to 

wear Nike running shoes, what to brush our teeth with and what to feed our cats. 

(g) We are taught not so much by logic and language as we are by the images in 

advertising. These images are used to sell the American popular culture both here 

and abroad. Images are used to create a desire for the products. When Calvin Klein, 

for example, advertises jeans, it is selling us sex appeal, not clothing. Polo sells us 

fashion status and Budweiser beer offers us manly good times. 

The average American adult is exposed to around 500 advertisements each day, 

and the estimated amount spent on advertising in the United States in 2007 was 

nearly $280 billion. Although (h) these costs are passed on to consumers, advertising 

can ultimately be economical by delivering more customers to manufacturers, thus 

making mass production, mass consumption and lower prices possible. Color 
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television sets, for example, cost $800 to $1,000 when they first went on the market 

in the late 1950s, but thanks to mass production and consumption, some sets now 

sell for less than $200. Likewise, early computers often cost thousands of dollars, 

and filled a lot of space on the desk. Now, they come in a huge variety of sizes and 

can be purchased for a few hundred dollars. 

Advertising is an important element of our culture because it reflects and 

attempts to change our lifestyles. New cultural trends and fashions first reach mass 

culture through advertisements. (i) Advertising also plays an important role in 

shaping the kind of mass media we have in the country. Advertisers pay media 

companies to broadcast their messages.Without advertising, we would not only have 

less variety in media, but the cost of products to the consumer would also be much 

higher. 

S.L.Wilson, Advertising Ie. J: G (-W~~) 

r,,~ A *)((7) i1qg tt:.g.¥5C9" ~ <b(7)~, "fa) (11 '" 22) b' €> 4 ?~A/~\ ~(7)fi.f}~~2A 

it J:o 

11 The colorful characters lost their jobs because advertising became more 

entertaining in 1994. 

12 The growth of television shopping and a poor economy encouraged 

companies to ask ad agencies for a new kind of message. 

13 People can buy complete messages by telephone for free. 

14 Advertisers are now involved in the business of selling things on television. 

15 New forms of culture are often consumed in advertising. 

16 When people turn 21 years old, they begin their lives of watching 1 to 2 

million advertisements. 

17 Television commercials can determine whether we remain healthy with 

positive attitudes and have successful careers. 

18 Advertising does not really sell us things, but rather ideas that are linked to 

the things being sold. 

19 By using television shopping, companies making goods need not worry 

about the method of delivery. 

20 Advertising is a factor that helps reduce the price of consumer goods. 

21 Early desks for computers could often cost many thousands of dollars. 

22 New fashions cannot be developed by the mass culture of advertising. 
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~B ~~W~ (boeofogohoi) ~fi.o~.~~~~~~~~. ~n~n~~ 

(1"" 4) b'i5 1 '?~IlI"C. ~~.~~~2}.."it ~o 

(b) were the advertisers more interested in sales than brand images 

1 how the advertisers could imagine a product was more important than 

finding buyers who showed an interest 

2 the advertisers thought how people viewed a product brand was less 

important than selling the product 

3 the images that the advertisers could create an interest in were more 

important than sales numbers 

4 how the advertisers imagined a brand was less important only when it 

led to increasing sales 

(c) This new direction in advertising 

1 Advertising which allows people to shop through their televisions 

2 Advertising in which viewers can become directors 

3 Advertising where messages can be exchanged between viewers 

4 Advertising where viewers could interact with each other 

( f) Advertising helps us determine our social identity 

1 The identities we learn from advertising urge us to create an eager 

society 

2 Advertising encourages society to decide our identities so we can learn 

who we are 

3 By showing us what society has decided, we can understand who we are 

in advertising 

4 Advertising influences how we think about who we are in society 

(g) We are taught not so much by logic and language as we are by the images 

in advertising. 

1 The structure and words used in advertising are far less important to 

our understanding than the visual aspects. 

2 Because we are not given lessons about the reasoning and words used 

in advertising, we have to rely on the images to know. 

3 By putting structure and words inside the images, we do not need the 

other messages of advertising. 

4 The reasoning and words used in advertising help us have a clearer 

understanding of the visual aspects. 
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(h) these costs are passed on to consumers 

1 the people buying things can refuse to pay extra 

2 the extra expense is paid by people buying things 

3 it is cheaper if people don't buy everything they see 

4 the extra money is given to people to buy more things 

(i) Advertising also plays an important role in shaping the kind of mass 

media we have in the country. 

The variety of advertising helps us determine the way in which we want 

to have the media function in rural areas. 

2 Because of the importance of the mass media, advertising contributes 

to the type of society we have today. 

3 The advertising industry strongly influences the condition of the mass 

media in our society. 

4 Because of the entertainment value of advertising, mass media focus 

extra attention on rural areas. 

r~'c "'F~$ (a· d· e) 0)~~·!1g3'L~lbili:l,'lbo)~, -rn~n"'Fo) (1 ...... 4) b' 

13 1 ?~~ l\ -r0).~~~2A:tt d::o 

( a) to buy on the spot 

1 to stay in one place while shopping 

3 to look carefully before purchasing 

2 to order on the phone 

4 to purchase immediately 

(d) It 

1 Advertising 

3 Our culture 

(e) socialize 

1 make friends in society 

3 inform about society 

2 The front line 

4 Television shopping 

2 talk to sociable people 

4 feel liked in society 

II ;!RO)~){ (a'" d) O)~pfi'LA:tt~O)'L~lbiM~1J:lbo)~, -r:tt~:tt "'Fo) (1 '" 4) 

b'S 1 ?~~ ·t\ -r0).~~~2A 'it J::o (8 #.0 

(a) Although it was scheduled for today, the game was ( ) for two days due 

to rain. 

1 pulled up 2 called on 3 put off 4 taken away 

(b) That country has decided to do ( ) with its existing nuclear power stations. 

I from 2 along 3 away 4 harm 
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(c) I am sorry, but the e-mail that you sent me was accidently deleted from 

my computer. Would you mind ( ) ? 

1 my sending it again 2 resending it 

3 me to send it again 4 if I resend it to you 

(d) What ( ) for friendship between the two countries? 

1 do you think is necessary 2 you think is necessary 

3 do you think of necessary 4 you think of necessary 

III ;~0)~){b'){5~~b'?,*a~.Hi:iBtJ]~){.c~~J:? 'i:, ~pJj (a'"'"' I) 'i:An~O) 

~~~iB~~~~~, ~n~n~~~~(a'"'"'I)0)~m~(1'"'"'4) ~61?~~~ 

~0).~~~2A-ttJ:o (24 t,O 

Some of the greatest success stories of history have followed a ( a ) of 

encouragement or an act of confidence by a loved one or a ( b ) friend. Had it not 

been ( c ) a confident wife, Sophia, we might not have ( d ) among the great names 

ofliterature the name of Nathaniel Hawthorne. When Nathaniel, a heartbroken man, 

went home to tell his wife that he was a failure and had been ( e ) from his job as a 

tax clerk, she surprised him with a cry of joy. 

"Now," she said joyfully, "you can write your book!" "Yes," he replied, with 

( f ) confidence, "and what shall we live ( g ) while I am writing it?" To his 

amazement, she opened a drawer and pulled out ( h ). "Where in ( i ) did you get 

that?" he exclaimed. "I have always known you were a man of genius," she told him. 

"I knew that someday you would write a masterpiece. So every week, ( j ) the 

money you gave me for housekeeping, I saved a little ( k ). So here is enough to 

( I ) us for one whole year." 

From her trust and confidence came one of the greatest novels of American 

literature, The Scarlet Letter. 

Qubein, N., "Encouragement" in Chicken Soup fOr the Soul ~c: J: G (-$i!1(~) 

(a) 1 package 2 word 3 faith 4 result 

(b) 1 trusted 2 truth 3 false 4 fault 

(c) 1 for 2 on 3 in 4 to 

(d) 1 escaped 2 disproved 3. lined 4 listed 

(e) 1 bored 2 hired 3 fired 4 appeared 

(f) 1 hiding 2 little 3 getting 4 large 

(g) 1 in 2 for 3 on 4 with 

(h) 1 a large amount of money 2 a bottle of pills 

3 a masterpiece 4 pens and paper 
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(i) I nature 2 time 

3 planet Mars 4 the world 

(j) I m 2 out of 3 by 4 inside of 

(k) I account 2 cutting 3 bit 4 food 

(1) I have been lasting 2 have lasted 

3 be lasted 4 last 

IV ;;::0)~3<: (a '" d) :It, 3<:~~. ~g~~U:~t}]~, b''?itpta~w: 13 ?&1J:~fJi'i: 1J: ~ J: ? ti:, 

"FO) { } pgO)~g:lt~pJTti:A:tt. -r;ff;PX<!-tt~~.g., ~PJT (x) ti:A~~g:lt~~~, i" 

0).i5-:lt~2A -tt J:o ( 8 #,i.) 

(a) The students ( ) ( x ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) making square 

watermelons five years ago. 

{ I idea 2 with 3 for 4 up 5 came 6 the } 

(b) She ( )( x)( )( )( )( ). 

{ 1 to 2 at 3 the appointed 4 arrive 5 failed 6 time } 

(c) We ( )( x)( )( )( )( ) your findings. 

{ I your efforts 2 us 3 of 4 to 5 inform 6 appreciate} 

(d) Poverty ( )( )( )( x)( )( ) learn. 

{ I to 2 of 3 many 4 the opportunity 5 robs 6 children} 

(24 #,i.) 

rll~ A ;;::O);;m (a'" d) 0) 2 '?O)~3<:b\'~'~'~ L;~ptti:1J:~ J:? ti:, -t-;tt~;tt~pJTti::E: 

'tiMM31J: 1 ~g~~2A 1t J:o 

(a) I persuaded him to get a driver's license during the spring break. 

I talked him ( ) getting a driver's li'cense during the spring break. 

(b) Please finish this as quickly as you can. 

Please finish this as soon as ( ). 

( c) When I call my parents in Canada, I usually end up talking for more 

than three hours. 

When I call my parents in Canada, I usually end up talking for no ( ) 

than three hours. 

(d) A big project is being carried out to reorganize the entire school system. 

A big project is ( ) progress to reorganize the entire school system. 
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r~'B ;'R.(J)~"){ (a"-d) ~t:~i"){~i·~!~i.t(J)~~)b\-t:tt~':tt 1 ?di)~o ""F~~JWgLtd'li 

pJTb'J3-t(J)~!~~'(J\ iELl,\~!Jmt:~~~x~o M~mHt:~i~~~xtd!ff~T:' 1 ~!~ 

~2A1!"~o 

(a) Concerning about his future, John made up his mind to work for 

another company that would appreciate his knowledge and skills. 

(b) No one knows exactly how or when drama began, but nearly every 

civilization have some form of it. 

( c) In the early 1900s America witnessed the birth of a new kinds of music, 

jazz, with a highly original style. 

(d) I have never seen such a perform before that I could truly recommend 

from the bottom of my heart. 

r~'c ;'R.(J)~~i5(J)~PJT (a"-d) ~t:-t:tt-F:tt~'bJM31j:: 1 ~~~2A1!"~o 

[At a cafe] 

Sally: Hi Peter. Where have you been? 

Peter: What do ( a ) mean? It's exactly twelve o'clock. 

Sally: Yes, but we ( b ) supposed to meet at eleven o'clock for a light lunch 

and then head to Central Park for the art fair at twelve. 

Peter: I'm sorry ( c ) be late. I guess I misunderstood. What do you think we 

should do now? 

Sally: Well, let's go to the art fair first and then ( d ) up a snack later at one of 

the food stalls. 
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(36 #'0 

Since the start of the modern planet-hunting era more than 15 years ago, 

scientists have said their search wasn't about astronomy; it was about biology. 

(a) These planet hunters are looking for earth-like life on distant worlds. That means 

the planets would have to be like ours too. They'd have to be about the same size. 

They'd have to have the same rocky core. They'd also have to travel around their 

parent stars at just the right distance to have liquid water, the main ingredient for 

life. Scientists call this the habitable zone. 

But while the big discovery hasn't been made yet, researchers might be getting 

close. At a recent conference in Wyoming, a team of European scientists announced 

the discovery of at least 50 new worlds. One of them, called Goldilocks, circles a 

star about 36 light-years away in the constellation* Vela. The planet sits just inside 

its sun's habitable zone, though it is four times closer to its sun than the Earth is to 

ours. "It's a beautiful (b) detection," says Geoff Marcy, who leads a different team of 

planet hunters at the University of California, Berkeley. "And it could possibly be 

habitable." 

(c) Possible is the best anyone can say for now. A clearer answer will have to wait 

for more powerful telescopes to be built. If the answer turns out to be yes, the 

question of whether Goldilocks actually js home to life will depend on many factors. 

To start with, does it have any water? Does it have a solid, rocky surface on which 

life can live? Does (d) ~ have a cooling cloud layer to avoid overheating from its sun? 

Nobody knows. It would be an unlikely bit of luck if the newly discovered 

world did have all (e) the right stuff for life. After all, so many conditions must be 

present. The newly discovered world is still (f) a big deal, though. It proves that 

astronomers now have the technology to find these kinds of planets. 

Most of the big planet announcements over the past two years have come from 

the Kepler space mission. The Kepler mission uses a high-powered orbiting telescope 

to search a section of the Milky Way galaxy** for earth-like planets. In particular, it 

is used to study regular decreases in the brightness of stars. These tiny decreases in 

brightness are created by planets passing in front of their stars as they orbit. 

The 50 new planets announced in Wyoming were discovered from the ground 

with a device called the High Accuracy Radial velocity Planet Searcher, or HARPS. 

HARPS uses a telescope at the European Southern Observatory in Chile to look for 

a star's slight wobble. A wobble is (g) a small change in the course that a planet takes 

as it travels around its star. Wobbles occur when the gravity of an orbiting planet 

pulls the star one way, then the other. The very first "exoplanets"-planets that orbit 

distant stars other than our sun-were found this way. 

With so many unanswered questions, it's still (h) a long shot that Goldilocks will 

turn out to be the first known exoplanet to support life. Even so, (i) its discovery 
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shows how far planet hunting has come. With all of the searches going on 

worldwide, and with increasingly powerful technologies, it's just the beginning in 

what could be a series of extraordinary Ul discoveries that add further evidence to 

support the notion that humans are not alone in the universe. 

*constellation: ~~ **the Milky Way galaxy: jNrPJ*-=Fffi 

M. D. Lemonick, Another EaItlJ? ti: J::'@ (-$c)(:~) 

r,,~A *){O)pq~'t:.g.f$(9~'b0)~, "f0) (11 "'22) b'€>4?~A/t'\ -t"0):fii5-~~2A 

it J::o 

11 Scientists looking for life on other planets realize that what they really have 

to think about is the field of astronomy. 

12 The newly discovered planet, Goldilocks, is about the same distance from 

its sun as the Earth is to ours. 

13 To get clear answers about actual conditions on Goldilocks, scientists will 

need improved technology. 

14 It appears that Goldilocks has water, a rocky surface, and clouds 

surrounding it. 

15 A number of factors need to be checked before scientists can come to a 

clearer conclusion about life on Goldilocks. 

16 Though the planet Goldilocks is in the habitable zone, it is not likely that 

life actually exists there. 

17 Most new planet discoveries in recent years have been made by a scientist 

named Kepler. 

18 Changes in the brightness of stars are caused by planets moving behind 

them. 

19 Fifty new planets were discovered at a recent conference in Wyoming. 

20 The organizers of the conference in Wyoming brought a telescope from 

Chile to study their fifty new planets. 

21 According to the European Southern Observatory, the discovery of new 

planets is more a matter of luck than science. 

22 Though many questions remain, the finding of Goldilocks demonstrates the 

advances science has made in the search for other planets. 

r,,~B r:~$ (a· c· g. j) O)ti~·pq~'t:fi'bk!Il,''bO)~, -t:tt~:ttr:O) (1 "'4) 

b'€> 1 ?~~ C, -to):fii5-~~2A it J::o 

(a) These planet hunters are looking for earth-like life on distant worlds. 

1 These people are traveling to places far away on Earth to do the hunting 

they like. 
2 These people are traveling to planets similar to Earth searching for life 

different from ours. 
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3 These people are looking for distant life forms which would like to live 

on Earth. 

4 These people are looking at planets that are far away to see if they have 

life similar to that on Earth. 

(c) Possible is the best anyone can say for now. 

1 It is really great that scientists can see some possibility at present. 

2 For the time being, scientists can only say it might be possible. 

3 It may be possible for everyone to say it's the best for the time being. 

4 At present, people are limited to talking about what is possibly the best. 

(g) a small change in the course that a planet takes as it travels around its star 

1 a famous person who talks about changes in a planet's movement 

2 a small change in the movement of a star as it moves around its planet 

3 a little change in the path that a planet takes as it moves around its star 

4 an original route taken by a planet as it moves in the area of a small star 

(j) discoveries that add further evidence to support the notion that humans are 

not alone in the universe 

1 things scientists have found which suggest there may be life on planets 

other than Earth 

2 proof that further thinking by scientists will eventually lead to less 

loneliness on our planet 

3 things scientists have discovered which will lead to other forms of life 

on Earth 

4 proof found by scientists that suggests their ideas may be shared by 

other life forms in outer space 

r,,~ C "F*-*$ (b· d • e . f • h· i) (1)~~. i1'.Jg'LB~5lI1,'~(1)~, i"tL-FtL"F(1) 

(1 "-'4) b'i3 1 ?~fv C\ i"(1).~~~2)d!,J:o 

(b) detection 

1 mistake 

(d) it 

2 discovery 3 defeat 4 mystery 

1 life 2 rocky surface 3 the question 4 Goldilocks 

(e) the right stuff 

1 undamaged things 2 correct answers 

3 necessary elements 4 extra things 

(f) a big deal 

1 an important discovery 2 a good bargain 

3 a very useful tool 4 a good trade 
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(h) a long shot 

1 a good chance 2 requiring a distant aim 

3 something too far away 4 a poor chance 

(i) its 

1 life's 2 Goldilocks' 

3 the first known exoplanet's 4 planet hunting's 

II ~o)~){fj'){)!~fJ'"::>.,,*~'~ilt3,)~){.c~~~?,~, ~PJT (a- I) '~AtL~O) 
~~~iI~~~~W, ~tL~tL~~~~(a-l) 0)~m~(1-4) ~61?~~~ 

~0).~W~2A it ~o (24 #.0 

For decades now, we have done much of our shopping for groceries ( a ) the 

same way: taking a cart or basket, filling it up ( b ) goods we take off shelves and 

paying a cashier for what we have chosen ( c ) we leave. Yet this way of shopping 

was the bright idea of one man: Clarence Saunders of Memphis, Tennessee. 

Before Saunders came ( d ) with this innovation in 1916, clerks fetched items 

upon the request of ( e ). This is not to say that grocery store chains were new. The 

first well-known chain was the Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company ( f ) in 

1859. More familiar now as A & P, the chain had 2,000 stores all over America ( g ) 

1914, when World War I broke out. But A & P shoppers still did their buying in the 

( h ) way-that is, with the help of clerks. 

But when America entered the war in Europe in 1916, clerks were in short 

supply. Almost out of ( i ), Saunders thought up this new way of shopping which 

he actually patented under the name "Self-Serving Store." 

Saunders opened his first store in Memphis ( j ) he called "Piggly-Wiggly." He 

chose the odd ( k ) for his store because it always attracted attention. ( 1 ), 
Saunders lost control of Piggly-Wiggly in 1923 after some disastrous ventures in the 

stock market, and today, his name is all but unknown. 

(a) 1 in 

(b) 1 of 

(c) 1 for 

(d) 1 about 

(e) 1 stores 

(f) 1 find 

(g) 1 when 

(h) 1 old-fashioned 

3 well-advertised 

(i) 1 sight 

Tennessee History for Kids ~<: c:t G ( -$~~) 

2 of 

2 with 

2 that 

2 down 

2 customers 

2 found 

2 for 

2 date 
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3 under 

3 on 

3 as 

3 along 

3 each other 

3 founded 

3 because of 

2 new-fashioned 

4 well-advanced 

3 mind 

4 on 

4 for 

4 because 

4 on 

4 themselves 

4 to find 

4 by 

4 necessity 



(j) 1 where 

(k) 1 time 

(I) 1 Unfortunately 
3 Naturally 

2 when 

2 call 

3 which 

3 symbol 

2 Satisfyingly 
4 Expectedly 

4 what 

4 name 

III ;!J;!.(J)~"5<. (a'" d) (J)~pJT'C::An~(J)'c::ii'bJM31J::'b(J)~, ~n~n"""F(J) (1 '" 4) 

b'i3 1 ?)gA, -r, ~(J).-i5-~~2A 1! ~o (8 £) 

(a) He took ( ) the Athens Olympics in 2004. 

1 the place of 2 away from 3 place 4 part in 

(b) Please vote whether you are in ( ) of or opposed to the plan to increase 

taxes. 

1 favor 2 line 3 search 4 an effort 

(c) ( ) you sow at the right time, you cannot expect a rich harvest. 

1 Whenever 2 If 3 Unless 4 Wherever 

(d) ( ) there is a will, there is a way. 

1 Whatever 2 Who 3 However 4 Where 

IV ;!J;!.(J)~"5<. (a '" d) ~, "5<.5*· ~5*...tJMt}J-r\ b'?~a~.HC:: EI ?&1J::~!JHc:: 1J:: ~ ~ ? 'c::, 
"""F(J) { } p;j(J)~~~pMC::An -Cj[;PXi!1!~t4!.g., ~PJT (x) 'C::A~~g~)gA, -r\ -f 

(J).-i5-~~2A 1! ~o t;:.tf. L { } p;j(J)~g'fj:H;t, -fnb\"5<.mHc::*~t4!.g.'b/J\"5<.*-r~jt 

-Cili3~o (8£) 

(a) He had to return alone to his country right 

( ) ( x ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ). 

{ 1 his 2 life 3 after 4 married 5 begun 6 had} 

(b) His pride ( )( )( x)( )( )( ) questions. 

{ 1 did 2 ask 3 allow 4 to 5 him 6 not} 

(c) ()()()()( x)( ) so warm atthis time ofthe year. 

{ 1 it 2 expect 3 would not 4 I 5 to 6 be } 

(d) I pushed at the door ( )( x)( )( )( )( ). 

{ 1 strength 2 had 3 the 4 I 5 with 6 all} 

V ;!J;!.(J)r~~ (A'" C) 'c::~jt ~o (24 £) 

r~~ A ;!J;!.(J)~m (a'" d) (J) 2 ?(J)~){b\'a:'iJ:'16J L;.~'c::1J::~J::? ,c::, ~n~n~pJT'C::ii 

'b~31J:: 1 ~g~~2A 1! J::o 
(a) He often complains about his boss in his absence. 

He often complains about his boss behind his ( ). 
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(b) If! get this position, I promise I won't disappoint you. 

If I get this position, I promise I won't let you ( ). 

(c) As is often the case with him, he forgot to tum in his homework. 

As ( ) for him, he forgot to turn in his homework. 

(d) I spent hours trying to fix my computer, when I realized I was using the 

wrong manual. 

I spent hours trying to fix my computer, ( ) to learn I was using the 

wrong manual. 

rp~ B ;~O)~){ (a "- d) 't:'~){~. ~!)~l:O)~~!P) b\-f"n~n 1 ?(I;j~o "F~~1it§ Ltdl 
PJjb'S-f"O)m~iHtJ\ iE Ll, 'mm't:.~mx~o Nl1!Hllnt:'~tI~mxt.:mm~ 1 m~ 
~2A-tt~o 

(a) Certain kinds of beans are among the most nourishing vegetables ate by 

human beings. 

(b) Leonard Baskin is an American printmaker and sculptor whose 

best-knowing works deal with the good and evil he ~ in nature. 

(c) Establishing by the Spanish in 1565, St. Augustine, Florida, is the 

oldest city in the United States. 

(d) In general, all communities in the U. S. with 2,500 or most persons are 

considered urban even if they are located in the middle of the desert. 

rp~c ~O)~~~O)~j:iJT (a"-d) 't:-f"n~n.t,~~1J:1 m~~2A-tt~o 

[At a train station] 

Smith: Excuse me. I need to be in Chicago by 6:00 p.m. Can ( a ) tell me 

which train I should take? 

Clerk: You can take the 15:02 Express. That will get you into Chicago at 

17:37. 

Smith: That will be perfect. I'd like a ticket for that, please. 

Clerk: Will that be a one-way or ( b ) trip? 

Smith: One way please. I'll be traveling on to Boston in a week ( c ) so. 

Clerk: Very well sir. If you would like, I can book your continuing journey 

( d ) well. 

Smith: Thank you, but my schedule is still up in the air. I'll wait to book it in 

Chicago. 
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(36 £) 

Nature can be unbelievably powerful. A major earthquake can cause huge 

buildings to fall over and bring down entire mountain sides. At Niagara Falls, nearly 

1.9 million liters of water crash down 18 stories into the Niagara River every 

second-enough to fill nearly 50 Olympic-size swimming pools in a minute! And 

everyone knows about hurricanes, blizzards, floods, tsunami, and even 

thunderstorms. But if you thought Mother Nature didn't have many surprises (a) up 

her sleeve, think again. (b) Nature has a lot of other powers that, while less well

known, can only be described as very unusual. 

The fastest wind speed ever recorded-511 kilometers an hour-occurred 

during a tornado near Oklahoma City in 1999. Scientists classify tornadoes by the 

damage (c) they can do. A tornado with wind speeds of more than 100 km an hour 

can sweep away entire houses and throw cars through the air like missiles. But a 

tornado with wind speeds of more than 500 km an hour has the power to (d) derail 

train cars, tear grass from the ground, and even tear pavement from the street. 

About 1,000 years ago hundreds of people were mysteriously killed in the 

Himalayas. A recent investigation concluded that they were caught in a hail storm 

that dropped pieces of ice the size of baseballs on the victims' heads at more than 

160 km an hour. Hail is formed in storms when raindrops are carried into extremely 

cold areas of the atmosphere by powerful vertical winds. (e) The longer the tiny 

pieces of ice bounce around in the wind, the bigger they become. When the pieces 

of ice grow too big for the wind to hold up, they fall to the ground as hail. 

Hail is not the only thing that can fall from the sky. Small frogs rained on a 

town in Eastern Europe, (f) sending residents running for cover. "There were 

thousands of (g) them," a villager told a local newspaper. "I thought maybe a plane 

carrying frogs had exploded in midair," said another resident. Had the town gone 

crazy? Probably not. Scientists believe that tornadoes can suck up the surfaces of 

lakes, ponds, and other bodies of water. When they do, they can carry frogs and fish 

with them. The tornadoes can then drop them kilometers away. 

(h) As if regular tornadoes aren't dangerous enough, another kind of tornado is 

formed from fire. Wildfires are so powerful they can create their own weather. As 

these fires burn, they consume huge quantities of oxygen. The (i) intense heat causes 

the air to rise. When fresh air rushes in and replaces UJ ~, strong winds are produced. 

Sometimes this self-created weather, called "microweather," causes spinning 

tornadoes of fire. These flame-throwing tornadoes are called "fire whirls," and can 

be 15 meters wide and grow as tall as a 40-story building. 

These weather phenomena are not as well-known as hurricanes, blizzards, 

thunderstorms and other commonly experienced weather in our daily lives. But, like 

these more common occurrences, they remind us again of the tremendous power, 
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wonders, and dangers in our natural world. 

D.E. Richards, Ten Freaky Forces of Nature ~<: J:: G (-$i!1(~) 

r", A *){O)PiIg'C::'S'¥.tt ~<t0)~, "Fo) (11 - 22) iJ'S 4 ?~~ c\ -f-0).~~~2A 
-ttJ:o 

11 Niagara Falls is about the same height as a building with 18 floors. 

12 Oklahoma is known for being a very windy city to live in. 

13 Tornadoes are given a different classification based on their width. 

14 A tornado with speeds of 100 kilometers per hour can tear pavement from 

the street. 

15 Researchers believe that the people killed one thousand years ago in the 

Himalayas were killed by ice falling from the sky. 

16 Hail can be carried for long distances by raindrops if the wind is blowing 

strongly. 

17 The story about frogs falling from the sky was made up by some crazy 

person. 

18 The falling of frogs from the sky in Eastern Europe was likely the result of 

a tornado. 

19 Wildfires cannot change the weather when they bum around buildings more 

than forty stories tall. 

20 Fires burning in nature can create special weather phenomena. 

21 The author thinks that these natural phenomena are not as powerful or 

unusual as most people think. 

22 Microweather and fire whirls occur more often than thunderstorms and 

hurricanes. 

r",B "F$i$ (b· e· f· h) O)~~·PiIg,c::ti<til[I.,<to)~, -f-tt~tt"Fo) (1-4) 

iJ'S 1 ?~~~, -f-0).~~~2A -tt J:o 

(b) Nature has a lot of other powers that, while less well-known, can only be 

described as very unusual. 

1 Though not many people are aware of them, nature has some other 

unusual powerful forces. 
2 The strange powers of nature, though they are not understood well, are 

thought to be large in number. 

3 Scientists do not know a lot about nature's other unusual powers, though 

they have been given some well-known descriptions. 

4 It is more difficult to know about nature's unusual powers than it is to 

give powerful descriptions of them. 
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(e) The longer the tiny pieces of ice bounce around in the wind, the bigger 

they become. 

I The longer the pieces of ice are, the more time they spend up in the air. 

2 The bigger the pieces of ice become, the more time they spend hitting 

the smaller pieces of ice in the air. 

3 The larger the pieces of ice are, the more they bounce when the wind 

blows them in the air. 

4 The more time the little pieces of ice are carried by the wind, the larger 

they become. 

( f) sending residents running for cover 

I telling people to get extra blankets 

2 causing people to get blankets quickly 

3 urging people living there to pay attention quietly 

4 causing people living there to find shelter quickly 

(h) As if regular tornadoes aren't dangerous enough, another kind of tornado 

is formed from fire. 

I Though regular tornadoes are not so dangerous, fire tornadoes are. 

2 While regular tornadoes are not frightening enough, another kind is. 

3 While regular tornadoes are dangerous, another kind consists of fire. 

4 Even though regular tornadoes can frighten some people, fire tornadoes 

have a different shape. 

r~'c "F*i$ (a· c· d· g. i . j) O)~~·j1gg't:::iiIbil[l,'lbO)~, -fn~n"Fo) (1 

""'4) b'S 1 ?~~T!, ~0).~~~2A-tt~o 

(a) up her sleeve 

I in the wind 

3 clearly seen 

(c) they 

I scientists 

(d) derail 

2 speeds 

I cause to go off the tracks 

3 urge to carry away 

(g) them 

1 residents 2 planes 

(i) intense 

I strong 2 inside 

2 in the final stage 

4 unknown to many 

3 tornadoes 4 houses 

2 force to come to a stop 

4 cause the plan to fail 

3 frogs 4 scientists 

3 changeable 4 dull 
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(j) it 

1 the intense heat 

3 fresh air 

2 the air 

4 oxygen 

II :9!o)~Xb':~:~~b'?P!~£i:ilt3.J1J:x~U:1J:~J:? £i:, ~jifi (a"" I) £i:Att~O) 

~fi~iI~1J:~~~, ~tt~tt~~~~(a""l) 0)~m~(1""4) ~61?~~~ 

~0).~~~2A -tt J:o (24 F.i.) 

The choice of wine will ( a ) depending on the occasion and the time of year. 

For hot summer evenings, a cool white wine or rose will often be a ( b ) choice than 

a heavy red wine. 

A bottle of wine ( c ) is to be served at a candlelight dinner for two gets ( d ) 

attention than, say, the wine served at a buffet dinner for the office workers. 

It is helpful to have faith ( e ) your friendly neighborhood wine seller. He won't 

sell any old inferior wine to you if he thinks you are genuinely interested and will be 

coming back ( f ) more advice. Be suspicious of wine bargains. Though many 

wines grow old with grace, it is not generally the ( g ) old wines that are on sale; 

it's the poor old ones! 

In some parts of the world where grapes are grown, the food is matched to the 

wine and not the other way ( h ). The better the wine, the higher the quality of the 

ingredients to be eaten with it. The more formal the occasion, the ( i ) should be 

the wine. The logic to this is similar to the way people think about marriage. The 

quality of the partners ( j ) equal, each contributes something to the other. So if 

you are planning a fantastic dinner, don't get ( k ) with the wine. The wine sharpens 

the richness of the foods, enabling the diners ( I ) more so they can drink more, so 

they can eat more ..... 

1. Chalmers, Wfne Cookery ~i:.t.Q (-$a1(~) 

(a) 1 just about 2 wonder 3 not matter 4 vary 

(b) 1 best 2 better 3 bad 4 worst 

(c) 1 what 2 there 3 which 4 when 

(d) 1 much 2 more 3 little 4 least 

(e) 1 in 2 on 3 for 4 over 

(f) 1 to 2 in 3 on 4 for 

(g) 1 great 2 poor 3 much 4 most 

(h) 1 either 2 against 3 around 4 through 

(i) 1 good 2 better 3 bad 4 worse 

(j) 1 is 2 be 3 been 4 being 

(k) 1 cheap 2 up 3 along 4 angry 

(1) 1 eat 2 eating 3 to eat 4 eaten 
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III ~O)~){ (a"'d) o)~PJT'i:AtL~o)'i:ii'tiM~tj;'to)1i:, :t-tL~tL""Fo) (1"'4) 

fJ'61 ?~A"c\ :t-O).%~~aA1t~o (8#,0 

(a) If you are going out today, you might want to ( ) taking an umbrella. 

It looks like rain. 

I think 2 care 3 consider 4 worry 

(b) It is difficult for me not to be nervous ( ) speaking in pUblic. 

I about 2 for 3 to 4 against 

(c) We harvested 50 tons of tomatoes last year. In ( ), we harvested only 30 

tons this year. This was probably due to the bad weather. 

I contrast 2 particular 3 conclusion 4 either case 

(d) All these features ( ) to a large price tag. 

I take up 2 give rise 3 push along 4 put out 

W ~O)~){(a"'d) 1i:,){.'~.~~~~ ~?~~~~~~tJ:~m~tj;~~~~, 
""Fo) { } ~O)~!1i:~pJj'i:AtL"CjCPXi!it~~.g., ~pJj (x) 'i:A~~~~"'C\ :t
o).%1i:~aA it ~o (8 #'0 

(a) Hunger ( )( )( )( )( x)( ). 

{ I cooking 2 fault 3 the 4 finds 5 with 6 no } 

(b) Running a business ( )( x)( )( )( )( ) life. 

{ I purpose 2 is 3 gives 4 his 5 to 6 what } 

(c) We spent several weeks living beneath the countless stars, some ( x ) 

( )( )( )( ) to touch. 

{ I enough 2 which 3 looked 4 of 5 close} 

(d) The coach was depending on each ( ) ( ) ( ) ( x ) ( ) ( ) 

her best. 

{ I team 2 to 3 the 4 member 5 of 6 do } 

(24 J~J 

~A ~0)3m(a"'d) 0)2?0).){~~~~~~~~tJ:~~~~,~tL~tL~PJT~& 

ibiM3tJ: 1 ~~~aA it ~o 

(a) Working long hours on a computer can cause lower back pain. 

Working long hours on a computer can lead ( ) lower back pain. 

(b) The modem era began with the Industrial Revolution. 

The modem era dates ( ) to the Industrial Revolution. 
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(c) We have been discussing where to build our new office building. 

What is at ( ) is the location of our new office building. 

(d) To the best of my knowledge, no one is close to finding an effective 

drug for this disease. 

As far as I ( ) tell, no one is close to finding an effective drug for this 

disease. 

rll,B ;!R0)~)t (a-d) ,;:,~)tj~·~~.tO)~~)t.j\~ft~ft 1-:JNj~o -HIl~1iiLtdfijifi 

b'S~O)~!~~tJ\ IE Ll, '~m';:t!f~m7tJ:o M1§~';:'~.~m7ttd!fff~ 1 ~!~~2 
AitJ:o 

(a) The prime minister should have take advantage of the opportunity he 

had last week to try to restore people's trust in government. 

(b) Seeing as the country's development strategy, the plan will be discussed 

and adopted during a session of the Congress next spring. 

(c) Forests used to accounting for about 30 percent of the land area in 

Kenya, a figure that has dropped to only 1.7 percent. 

(d) The increase was thought to be due to the steady grow in exports to the 

economies of the United States and Europe. 

~c ~O).~O)~~(a-d) ~~ft~ft.~~~~1~~~AitJ:o 

[Driving in a car] 

John: It looks like the traffic is starting to back up ahead of us. Maybe we 

should get ( a ) this road and take a side street. 

Candy: That's a good idea. Why ( b ) take the next right tum? I know a street 

we can take to avoid the traffic. 

John: That sounds good. I guess you must ( c ) driven this route before. 

Candy: Actually, I come this way every summer to go to the outdoor concert up 

in Greenfield. 

John: I've heard of that, but I've never found the time to go. 

Candy: You should. It's really ( d ) it. It doesn't cost much and the bands are 

great. 
John: I'll try to make it next year. Oh, this must be our tum off. 
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(36 #'0 

We like to think of ourselves as rational creatures. We (a) watch our backs, weigh 

the odds, and pack an umbrella. But science suggests that we are more optimistic* 

than realistic. (b) On average, we expect things to turn out better than they actually 

do. People hugely underestimate their chances of getting divorced, losing their job, 

or becoming sick with cancer. Further, they expect their children to be 
extraordinarily gifted, see themselves achieving more than their fellow workers, and 

overestimate their likely life span (sometimes by twenty years or more). 
The belief that the future will be much better than the past and the present is 

known as "the optimism bias." It appears in every race, region, and socio-economic 

class. Schoolchildren playing "when-I-grow-up" games are extremely optimistic, 

but so are grown-ups. A study in 2005 found that (c) adults over sixty are just as 

likely as other adults to see the glass half full rather than half empty. 

You might expect optimism to weaken because of so much news about violent 

conflicts around the world, high unemployment, tornadoes and floods, and all the 

threats and failures that shape human life. As a society we can grow pessimistic**

about the direction of our country or the ability of our leaders to improve education 

and reduce crime. But private optimism about our personal future remains incredibly 

strong. A survey conducted in 2007 found that while 70% of respondents thought 

that families in general were less successful than in their parents' day, 76% were 

optimistic about the future of their own family. 

Overly positive assumptions can lead to disastrous miscalculations: make us 

less likely to get health checkups, apply sunscreen, or save money in the bank, and 

more likely (d) to bet the farm on a bad investment. But the optimism bias also 

inspires us: (e) i.! keeps us moving forward rather than giving up and quitting. 

Without optimism, our ancestors might never have ventured far from their tribes and 
we might all be living in caves, still warming ourselves together and dreaming of 

light and heat. 

(f) Optimists, in general, also work longer hours and tend to earn more. 

Economists at Duke University found that optimists even save more. And although 

they are not less likely to divorce, they are more likely to remarry-an act that is, as 
Samuel Johnson wrote, "the triumph of hope over experience." 

Even if that better future is often an illusion, optimism has clear benefits in the 

present. Optimism keeps our minds free from worry, lowers stress, and improves 
physical health. Researchers studying patients found that optimistic patients were 

more likely than non-optimistic patients to take vitamins, eat low-fat diets, and 

exercise, thereby reducing their overall risk of heart disease. A study of cancer 
patients revealed that pessimistic patients under sixty were more likely to die within 

eight months than non-pessimistic patients of the same initial health, socio
economic status, and age. 
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In fact, an increasing amount of scientific evidence points to the conclusion that 

optimism may be naturally occurring in the human brain. The science of optimism, 

once scorned as intellectually suspect, (g) is opening a new window on the workings 

of human consciousness. What it shows could encourage a revolution in psychology, 

as the field (b) comes to grips with the increasing evidence that (i) our brains aren't 

just stamped by the past. They are constantly being shaped by the future. 

*optimistic: ~mB'g **pessimistic: ~mB'g 

Tali Sharot,Instlncltve.(y Upbeat ~L J::'@ (-Jma1{~) 

rll~ A *)tC1)pgg't:.g.~9 ~ ibC1)1i, ""FC1) (11 - 22) b'S 4 ?~A,..r-\ ~C1).~1i~2A 

it J:o 

11 People who have many umbrellas think more positively than those who do 

not. 

12 Most people think that their future will be better than it really is. 

13 How positively people think is largely influenced by their wealth and racial 

background. 

14 Playing at being adults helps children learn how to live to an old age. 

15 Around 70% of families have more private optimism than their parents did. 

16 Most people tend to think positively about the future of their own families. 

17 People with families tend to be less positive than people without. 

18 Thinking positively about the future has played an important role in the 

advancement of human society. 

19 People who think positively don't worry about doing exercise. 

20 Thinking positively about the future is generally good for one's health. 

21 Cancer patients under sixty years old tend to think more positively than 

those over sixty years old. 

22 The study of optimism has been well established in the field of psychology 

for a long time. 

rll~B ""F.$ (b· c • d· f • g. i) C1).~. pgg't:fiibilil,'ibC1)1i, ~tt~tt""FC1) 

(1-4) b'S 1 ?~~c\ ~C1).~1i~2AitJ:o 

(b) On average, we expect things to tum out better than they actually do. 
I People usually have great hopes that can be fulfilled easily. 

2 In many cases, people think that results will be better than they really 

tum out to be. 

3 People generally expect things to turn out worse than they could 

imagine even in their dreams. 

4 Generally, things tum out better than people expect. 
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(c) adults over sixty are just as likely as other adults to see the glass half full 

rather than half empty 
1 adults more than sixty years old are as optimistic as adults under sixty 

2 adults older than sixty years old put less water in their glasses than 

adults under sixty 
3 adults under sixty years old see water in glasses differently than adults 

over sixty 
4 adults over sixty years old are as optimistic as adults with glasses 

(d) to bet the farm on a bad investment 

1 not to give up gambling until we have risked a lot of money on it 

2 to invest in farming, thinking it will be a good way to make a lot of 

money 
3 to invest much of our wealth on a poor business deal 

4 not to be very good at growing things but risk money trying to do it 

anyway 

(f) Optimists, in general, also work longer hours and tend to earn more. 

1 In general, optimists tend to overwork and get more done. 

2 As a trend, optimists generally earn less per hour but work longer days. 

3 People with generally positive views tend to earn more even though 

they work less. 

4 People with positive views generally work more and get more pay. 

(g) is opening a new window on the workings of human consciousness 

1 is promoting greater expectations among humans 

2 is letting more air in to keep things fresher in human environments 

3 is letting more air in to keep the workplace brighter and keep workers' 

thoughts positive 

4 is leading to a new understanding of how the human mind works 

(i) our brains aren't just stamped by the past 

1 things that happened up to now are not the only things affecting our 

brains 
2 things that happened long ago are the only things that affect how our 

brains are shaped 

3 because of history our brains cannot help but change shape 

4 our brains change for more reasons than the fact that we simply walk on 
two legs 

rl3'c "F*laB (aoeoh) O)1tp!o(1gg't:~lb1'il,\lbo)~, ~fl.~fl."F0) (1 ...... 4) b' 

6 1 ?~~~, ~0).~~~2A 1t J:o 
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(a) watch our backs 

1 tum around 

3 check the time 

(e) it 

1 a bad investment 

3 the optimism bias 

(h) comes to grips with 

1 holds in the hands 

3 comes to complain about 

2 look behind us 

4 are careful of danger 

2 money in the bank 

4 sunscreen 

2 comes to understand 

4 begins to save up 

II ;~O)~S<: (a-d) O)~PJj'C::Att.Qo)'c::ii'biM~1J:'bO)~, .:t-tt~tt""Fo) (1-4) 

b'i51 ?iI~c\ .:t-0).~~~2A'it~o (8#.0 

(a) The captain ( ) to take off, saying, "We cannot fly for security reasons." 

1 refused 2 decided 3 chose 4 proposed 

(b) The librarian demanded ( 

I him to return 

) the books he borrowed. 

2 to him to return 

4 that he returns 3 that he return 

(c) As we create more and more digital content and put it onto the Internet, 

we ( ) a risk of not being able to control the data. 

I run 2 walk 3 jump 4 tum 

(d) They take supplements to make ( ) for what's missing in their meals. 

I down 2 up 3 in 4 out 

III :tr!O)~S<:b\S<:~a-tJb'?"*a-tJ'c::iMt:3J1J:S<:. C 1J:.Q ~ ? ,c::, ~pJj (a - I) 'C::Att.Q 0) 
~ii'biM~1J:~~~, .:t-tt~tt~~~~(a-I) o)ilm~(1-4) ~i51?iI~~ 

.:t-0).~~~2A 'it ~o (24 J~J 

If you had studied history in the 19th century, you would ( a ) that civilization 

was born in the Middle East some 8,000 years ago, ( b ) people turned from a 

hunting-gathering economy and settled in villages to cultivate wheat and to tame 

animals. By assuring a ( c ) supply of food, agriculture gave people leisure for other 

activities, leading to new cultural advances. The first pottery was made in 

Mesopotamia around 5,000 B.C. and by 3,000 B.C. the Sumerians ( d ) the art of 

writing. ( e ) the Middle Eastern heartland, knowledge of the new techniques spread 

eastward to India and China, southward to Egypt-( f ) 4,700-year-old pyramids 

were considered the oldest stone monuments on earth-and westward to Greece by 

1,600 B.C. 

This orderly sequence of civilization's march was supported by seemingly valid 

evidence and taught as fact. Yet, practically all of the assumptions ( g ) it was based 
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turned out to be ( h ). Recent discoveries and more accurate scientific dating 

techniques now reveal, for instance, that cultivation of grain began independently in 

Thailand perhaps as ( i ) as in the Middle East, and only a short time ( j ) in Peru 

and Mexico. We also know now that the Japanese were making pottery before the 

people in the Middle East, and that the natives of Rumania may ( k ) a form of 

writing centuries before the Sumerians. Equally confusing has been the discovery 

that the earliest stone tombs of Western Europe are about 2,000 years ( I ) than the 

Egyptian pyramids. 

IV 

(a) 1 learn 2 be learning 3 have learned 4 be learned 

(b) which 2 when 3 what 4 that 

(c) 1 many 2 forever 3 much 4 good 

(d) 1 had developed 2 have developed 

3 will have developed 4 would have developed 

(e) 1 On 2 In 3 From 4 Toward 

(f) who 2 whose 3 whom 4 which 

(g) 1 which 2 on which 3 that 4 when 

(h) 1 wrong 2 frequent 3 slow 4 exact 

(i) 1 long 2 far 3 short 4 early 

(j) 1 late 2 later 3 latest 4 last 

(k) 1 invent 2 be inventing 3 have invented 4 be invented 

(1) 1 older 2 youngest 3 farther 4 closest 

;~O)~)t (a "V d ) it, )t5*· ~B5*.t~tJ]~, b'-::>iill!ak] ~i: 13 ?!.{1j:~!jHi: 1j: ~ ~ ? ~i:, 
"Fo) { } pgO)~Bit~pJT~i:An TiCpxi!it ~~.g., ~PJT (x) ~i:A~~Bit~'" .~\ i" 
O)m~it~2A it ~o (8 g) 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

You must ( )(x)( )( ) money doesn't ( )( ) trees. 
{ 1 on 2 in 3 grow 4 keep 5 mind 6 that} 

Thinking of summer ( )( )(x)( )( )( ) a plane and flying 
somewhere. 

{ 1 on 2 me 3 like 4 hopping 5 makes 6 feel} 

The government will have to continue to pay for social welfare 

programs, ( )( )(x)( )( )( ). 
{ 1 of 2 takes 3 which 4 regardless 5 the economy 

6 direction} 

They ( 

{ 1 as 

) ( ) ( ) ( x ) ( ) the home run of this year's lineup. 

2 to 3 this 4 refer 5 car} 
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(24 £) 

rlJ~ A ;xO)~m (a'" d) 0) 2 ?o)~JZb'~~~a:'1iiI ~1\pt~l:1j:~ ~? ~l:, --fn:·~~tt~pfi'l:fi 

'b~31j: 1 ~g7£-~aA -tt ~o 

(a) Three women told their stories one by one. 
Three women told their stories by ( ). 

(b) I was feeling nervous while I was waiting for my interview. 
I was feeling ill at ( ) while I was waiting for my interview. 

(c) I visited Sarah on my way home this afternoon. 
I dropped ( ) on Sarah on my way home this afternoon. 

(d) These colors look so similar it is almost impossible to see the 
difference. 
These colors look so similar it is almost impossible to tell them ( ). 

rlJ~ B ;xO)~><. (a'" d) ~l:~;t><'5!· ~g5!..t0)~~!P) b'--ftt ftt 1 ?~~o 1'*-*7£-~ LtdfipfT 
b'G--fO)~g7£-~tJ\ IE Ll, \~gff~~l:~~fl;t~o Nl~*~l:~;t~~fl;ttdgffrV 1 ~g7£-~a 

A-tt~o 

(a) The legendary American hero, Daniel Boone, devoted his life to 

exploring and settled the frontier of his growing nation. 

(b) Soon after James Naismith invented the game of basketball, change 

were adopted to improve the sport. 

(c) In the United States, a college student normally receives a bachelor's 

degree after four years of study in ~ university or college. 

(d) Let me know if there ~ anything I can do to help you better understood 

my lectures. 

rlJ~c ;Xo)~~!O)~PfT (a"'d) ~l:--fttfttfi'b~31j: 1 ~g7£-~aA-tt~o 

[At an office] 

Boss: Mary, ( a ) is your team project coming along? 

Mary: We were about half finished last week, but then Paul and Harold came 

( b ) with the flu. They are key people, so we need them back at work 

before we can finish. 
Boss: Will you be able to finish by the deadline? 
Mary: We still have ten days and I expect them to be back at work tomorrow, 

so it will be ( c ) problem. 
Boss: I'm glad to hear that. I'm meeting the Directors this afternoon and they 

will be sure to ask me about it. 

Mary: Well, you can tell them with confidence that everything is going 

according ( d ) plan. I'm sure we will be finished in time. 
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